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On Writing 
Visit the Writing Center.  Talk about Writing. 

Lewis Community Celebrates National Day on Writing 

Students and faculty gathered during the third week of  

October to celebrate the fourth annual National Day on 

Writing to bring attention to the different styles of writing 

we engage in every day. 

 

The National Council of Teachers of English, a professional 

association of educators, established October 20 as The 

National Day on Writing to help writers from all walks of 

life recognize how important writing is to our lives  

personally, professionally, and for civic purposes. The Day 

on Writing recognizes writing at all grade levels and allows 

people to take time out of their day to learn from others. 

 

To honor this day, the Writing Center held a variety of 

activities to celebrate throughout the week, including  

cooperative writing boards and a treasure hunt to find  

hidden journals around campus. To end the week, students 

and faculty shared pieces of their writing during the annual, 

“Why I Write” event. 

 

Writing Prompts 

Students, staff, and faculty members expressed their  

creative sides by contributing to three writing prompts at 

the Romeoville campus. In Benilde Hall, students wrote a 

letter to themselves as if they were ten years younger. 

Many left light-hearted quotes and personal experience 

stories about taking risks and appreciating the smaller 

things in life. 

 

In the academic building, students wrote about people who 

have influenced the world. One student wrote Mahatma 

Gandhi was influential for promoting peace and civilized 

disobedience. Another student said The Beatles were influential, for saying, “All you need is love.” 

 

 

 

The writing prompt in Benilde Hall was 

filled with tips from one student to  

another. 

A journal waited to be claimed next to 

(Continued on page 2) 



National Day on Writing 

(continued) 

 

The final writing prompt was a  

chalkboard outside of Charlie’s 

Place. On this board, students and 

faculty members answered the  

question, “Why I Write.” The  

answers varied; some said they write 

to become more intelligent and to 

dream, others said they write to 

express themselves and stay  

organized. To help promote the  

benefits of writing, the Writing  

Center hid journals across campus 

for students and faculty members to 

find. 

 

Journals 

 

Later in the week, the Writing  

Center held a treasure hunt by  

hiding free journals around campus 

to show that even though not  

everyone may be a published author, they can use tools like journaling to improve 

their own writing. Clues were posted during the morning on the Lewis Writing 

Center Facebook page that led treasure hunters to the location of the journals. In 

all, seventeen pictures and clues were posted on the Facebook page. Once a  

journal was found, students wrote on the Facebook page where they found the 

journal and what they planned on using it for.   

 

Junior Journalism major, Dave Hansen, found a journal in The Flyer office in the 

lower level of John Paul. Hansen said, “I’m going to use it when I’m out covering 

stories and don’t want to bring a big notepad with me.”  Senior Biology major, 

Deirdre McCormick found a journal in the entrance of the Learning Resource 

Center. McCormick was ecstatic the journal was so handy. To cap off the week, 

several students and staff members shared what inspired them to write, and shared 

pieces of their own writing. 

 

Why I Write Event 

 

Twelve members of the Lewis community  

presented pieces of their own writing and 

shared what inspired them to write during the 

annual “Why I Write” event in the Faculty  

Dining room on Thursday, October 18.  

Writers shared poems, short stories, narratives, 

and performed personal favorites.  

 

 

 

Freshmen Eman Elshalakany, Mimiabu Mallouh, and Katie Miki were one of the first to sign the “Why I 

Write” chalkboard. 
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Senior English/Secondary Education major,  

Samantha Fox, shared her short story, “You are Not 

Here.” 

(Continued on page 5) 

 
Did you know where to find the journals? 

Hint #3: I’m surrounded by books and need to 

take a caffeine break. Where am I? 

 

Hint #8:  Writing is another form of art.   

Where am I? 

 

Hint #9:  I’m surrounded by comfy, colorful 

couches, sitting on a hardwood floor.   

Where am I?  

 

Hint #10:  I use hand sanitizer before I order my 

lunch and play some games. Where am I? 
When you have leftovers  

after lunch, where do you go? 
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Students take advantage of Real Time Online Tutoring 

Teachers feel positive effect of Mobile Tutoring 

Since Spring of 2012, both students and faculty have taken advantage of the Writing Center’s mobile  

tutoring service. Designed for teachers who would like a tutor to come to their classroom to provide  

additional support, mobile tutoring has helped many students strengthen their writing. Susan Mitchell, 

English professor, uses Mobile Tutoring on a regular basis. Mitchell said, “I always wanted to be able to 

sit down with each student, especially for peer review days. Having an additional tutor come in my  

classroom and sit with my students really benefits the students from being able to work one-on-one with 

a peer tutor.” Mitchell is spreading the word on how beneficial Mobile Tutoring has been in her  

classrooms. English professor, Mary Ellen Walker, used Mobile Tutoring for the first time in her  

classroom this Fall. Walker said, “Mobile tutoring is great for freshman who might be a little more  

reserved about asking for help.” 

 

With mobile tutoring, a Writing Center tutor will come to a professor’s classroom and work with  

students by collaborating and offering feedback on assigned writing projects. This enables students to get 

the attention they need for a particular assignment. As a result, students can establish a relationship with 

Writing Center tutors and strengthen their knowledge and writing ability.  

 

Mobile tutors are available for presentations on writing topics, working with small groups,  facilitating 

prewriting exercises, research skills, integrating quotations, using and integrating citations, MLA/APA 

workshops, test taking tips. and more. For more information on mobile tutoring, contact the Director of 

the Writing Center, Dr. Jennifer Consilio at (815) 836-5593 or email consilje@lewisu.edu. 

  

 
Writing Testimonials 

“The session was awesome! It 

helped me polish my writing 

skills and develop new ideas.” 

-Berenice V. 

 

“I was able to see mistakes I 

would not have otherwise 

caught on my own.” 

-Alex H. 

 

“Having someone look over my 

paper who is from a different 

major helped me understand 

that I need to explain and  

clarify things  better.” 

-Kathleen O. 

 

“The session showed me what 

my writing strengths are and  

the tutor was able to give me 

tips on how to improve my  

weaknesses.” 

-Ashley P. 

 

“I learned that I should try to  

be more creative throughout  

my paper.” 

-Enrique L. 

 

“Reading my paper aloud helped 

me catch mistakes I would not 

have otherwise caught.” 

-Emily L.  

 

“The session was extremely 

helpful.  It helped me make my 

topic sentences and transitions 

smoother.” 

-  Jessica M. 

 

“I feel more confident in my 

paper thanks to the  

effectiveness of my tutor.” 

-Josh S. 

 

 

Last year, the Writing Center unveiled a new type of online response, Real Time Online Tutoring. Since 

then, Real Time Online tutoring usage has increased dramatically for students who cannot make it to 

campus and would still like to collaborate with a tutor. “Real Time is a great way to communicate with 

students who want feedback on their papers 

and can’t come to the Writing Center,” said 

Art major and tutor, Kari Krajniak. 

 

During a Real Time Online session, tutors 

and students use a program called Google  

Documents, that allows both the tutor and 

student to collaborate on the document at 

the same time. The tutor and student also 

talk through Google Voice Chat or over the 

phone, providing the opportunity for the 

writer to ask questions and to discuss the 

student’s writing. The tutor and writer work 

together to strengthen the writer’s project 

and develop writing strategies in order to 

help the student to improve. Students  

interested in scheduling a Real Time Online appointment should visit lewisu.edu/appointment. After  

signing in, students should select the “Real Time Online” option.  After selecting the appointment type, 

the student will then be prompted to upload their paper. The tutor will contact the student at their 

scheduled appointment time. The goal of the Writing Center is to make writing tutoring accessible to as 

many students as possible. For more information on Real Time Online Tutoring, contact  

(815) 836-5593. 

Kari Krajniak collaborates on a paper with a student.  

 

“I have seen my students’ grades improve from having the experience 
of meeting with a tutor.” - Susan Mitchell, Adjunct Professor of English  



Tutors from Different Disciplines 

In addition to English and education majors employed at the Writing  

Center, the Center also employs tutors from different majors. Tutors are 

hired as either paid writing assistants or English practicum tutors and seek 

to help students at all different stages and levels of the writing  

process. This semester, the Writing Center employers tutors from  

Communication, Education, Nursing, Art, and Science fields. This not only 

helps the Writing Center become more diverse and well-rounded, but 

both tutors and students can build on the discipline-specific knowledge 

they are learning in the classroom.   

 

Melanie Arce, returning tutor and nursing major said, “In assisting my 

peers, some of who I have class with, I have been able to further develop 

my skills in the field of nursing, as well as a writer. The knowledge I gain 

from reading the assignments of other has broadened my own under-

standing of nursing material—definitely a perk!  It also helps me better 

advise tutors on assignments since I have a better understanding of the 

material.” Edwin Vargas, junior nuclear medicine technician major and Writing Center tutor has worked with numerous biology majors the 

first few months of the school year. Vargas said, “Helping biology majors write quality lab reports has been extremely rewarding.  I am to 

provide a service that was not available when I was a freshman. I not only help students improve when writing lab reports, but the sessions 

help refresh my knowledge of the science field.”    

 

If students would like to meet with a specific tutor, they can read their biographies before they make their appointment at lewisu.edu/

appointment and choose a tutor based on their major, year in school, and interests. 
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Tips for a Productive Tutoring Session 

Many writers visit the Writing Center unsure of how a session 

works. It is important for writers to know everyone, at any stage of 

the writing process and at varying levels of writing, can benefit from 

collaborating with a tutor. Good writers know that through  

collaboration and dialogue, they can strengthen their writing. Tutors 

in the Writing Center are supportive and encouraging, offering  

positive comments and suggestions for improvement. During the 

appointment, both the writer and the tutor will discuss strategies for 

improving their assignment and their writing in general. Writers 

should also be prepared to read their paper aloud. When students 

read their paper aloud, they are more likely to find clarity, transition,  

formatting, grammar issues and more. Then, the tutor and the writer will  

determine an agenda to best help the writer strengthen their 

writing and learn writing strategies such as organizing, developing content, 

clarifying sentences, connecting ideas, citation formatting, and  introducing 

and concluding their papers. Additionally, tutors will often provide writers 

with handouts and online resources the writer can use for revision and for  

future writing projects. Conversation is the key to effective collaboration 

during Writing Center appointments. Specifically, tutors focus on good conversation and asking questions about their writing, which  

encourages writers to re-see and develop their own work with the help of another set of eyes and ears, helping them become more  

effective writers. 

A typical day in the Writing Center consists of students and 

tutors collaborating hour after hour. 

 

“It is important that students take an active role in tutoring sessions by asking questions, 
marking their own paper, commenting, and being a part of the tutoring process.” - Joe 
Smuskiewicz, Senior English Major 

 Tutoring by the Numbers 

1,802  One-on-One and Real-Time Online Response  

 Appointments  
 
325  Online Response Appointments 

 

901  Hours tutors have spent with students 

 

494  Different students have visited the Writing Center 

Based on the 2012 Fall semester 

 Students should remember to bring: 

 The instructor’s assignment sheet 

 Assignment rubric 

 Any notes they have regarding the assignment 

 Two copies of their working draft 
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Over fifty students participated in the writing prompt in Benilde Hall. 

Lewis students listed a variety of parents, teachers, and 

celebrities who have influenced their lives. 

Anne Walsh, Writing Center tutor and graduate student said, “The ’Why I 

Write’ event was the first time I have ever shared my writing aloud. It helped 

me see that other people can benefit from listening to why writing is  

important.”  Senior English and secondary education major, Samantha Fox, 

said, “It was a great way to share writing we have worked hard on. I  

especially enjoyed listening to others’ writing.” 

 

Those who participated in the event were: Ryan Arciero, Lucas Boelter,  

Angela Cotta, Samantha Fox, Jai Fermando, Mark Jacobs, Carrie Jones, Len 

Lundh, Deidre McCormick, Christine Sellin, Linda Srahl, and Anne Walsh. 

More than twenty-five students from Dr. Muench’s Introduction to Creative 

Writing class and Dr. White’s Introduction to Poetry class presented and  

performed zombie poems on November 8.  A New Dead Poets’ Society: Zombie 

Poems showcased how students work critically, creatively, and collaboratively  

when writing and performing poetry. As the zombie craze continues in pop  

culture, students from Introduction to Poetry had the option of choosing a poem 

they thought represented zombie culture, which included anything related to fear, 

gore, blood, and from both scary and love stories.  After Intro to Poetry students 

read the poem they chose aloud, it was up to the Creative Writing Students to 

imitate or act out the poem that their peer chose.   

 

Linda K. Strahl, Writing Center tutor and Jet Fuel Review Editor said, “I enjoyed 

presenting a poem that I put so much effort into.  It was great to be able to share 

my interest and creativity with others.” English major and tutor, Christine Sellin 

shared a zombified poem called, “The Jabberwocky,” by Lewis Carroll.  Sellin said, 

“I chose the poem because I loved the rhyme scheme. Since it is a nonsensical 

poem, I wanted to make sense of it by reinventing its narrative with zombies.”  

 

Dr. Muench gave high regards to both classes that were involved. For some, this 

was the first time they have ever presented their work aloud.  Muench said, “You 

have to give these students credit. This is the first time they have presented their 

poems, let alone, present them in a room full of people.” Over fifty students and 

faculty members attended the zombified event. 

 

English classes present Zombified poems 

Jet Fuel Review Released 

The Jet Fuel Review’s fourth issue went live on 

Friday, November 23. Visit 

www.jetfuelreview.com to read the works of 

Simeon Berry, Emilia Phillips, Susan Slaviero, 

Mathias Svalina, Todd Kaneko and Jeanpaul 

Ferro, as well as other authors and artists from 

around the world. Accompanying the Jet Fuel 

Review, is the JFR student-run blog at  

lewislitjournal.wordpress.com/. Readers can 

find blog posts on creative writing, awesome 

words, horror stories, and movie blogs, in  

addition to a variety of topics. 

 

JFR is also looking for students interested in 

working for the nationally-known literary  

journal. Jet Fuel internships offer students the 

opportunity to read, write, create, and edit 

creative and professional documents for the 

JFR and the JFR blog. Students interested 

should contact Dr. Simone Muench at 

MuenchSi@lewisu.edu. 



Meet Ryan Arciero, Secondary Education major and Writing Center tutor “I created a preposition song and 

 a song to remember the  

subjunctive clauses. Because of my 

songs, I always know when to add  

a comma!” 

 

To the tune of Yankee Doodle: 

 

With on for after at by in 
Against instead of near between 
Through over up according to 
Around about beyond onto 
Until within without upon  
From above across along 
Towards before behind below 
Beneath besides during under  
- Kari Krajniak 

 

“I always tell students not to edit  

while they are writing their first  

draft. Writing is about creating 

 first, fixing later.” 

- Saule Grybauskas 

 

“I recommend a pre-writing  

strategy to writers. Whether it’s  

making an outline, webbing,  

creating a t-chart, or free writing,  

or taking notes. Any type of  

pre-writing is helpful.” 

- Nicole Krage 

 

 

What Tutors are  

Reading 

 

“We were Soldiers, Once in Young” 

 By Hal Moore and Joseph 

 Galloway 

- Samantha Fox 

 

“Change of Heart” 

By Jodi Picoult 

- Nicole Krage 

 

“Girl Interrupted” 

By Susanna Kaysen 

- Christine Sellin 

 

“Fifty Shades of Grey” 

By E.L. James 

- Jinifir Fermando 

Contact: 

Dr. Jennifer Consilio 

Writing Center Director 

(815) 836-5593  

consilje@lewisu.edu 

Few twenty-one year-olds can say they have written and published a novel. Ryan Arciero, senior 

Secondary Education and English major, has published not only one novel, but two. At the young 

age of sixteen, Ryan started writing his first novel. “It all started with a dream,” Arciero said. He 

dreamt of a futuristic tower that went up endlessly in the sky. The fantasy/science fiction novel, 

“The Skyscraper of Babel,” was completed three years later 

when Ryan was 19 and a sophomore at Lewis. With the 

final draft complete, Ryan began working on getting  

published, turning to online e-Books as a way to reach a 

wider audience. “I received an email from the publishing 

company, Smashwords, that said they would be publishing 

my book. I was beyond excited.” 

 

“Online” books give readers on-the-go access to novels 

through an electronic reading device. Not long after the 

first book was published, Ryan began working on the  

sequel, “Babel’s Bastion,” which was released in late  

summer of 2012. “It is an honor and very humbling  

experience to have people take time out of their day to 

read my book,” Ryan said. Currently working on a trilogy, 

Ryan’s next book is in the works. For right now, he is  

focused on helping other students succeed with their writing. He enjoys being able to help writers 

discover they have a talent within themselves to improve their own writing. Ryan says he serves as 

a guide to help students find their inner voice and helps make their words on paper stronger. “I feel 

we each bring something unique to the table to help all writers strengthen their own work. We all 

work and grow together to teach one another new strategies and writing  

techniques,” Ryan said.   

 

Working with tutors has taught Ryan that writing is a fluid, communicative process. “When we 

work alone, we feel that there is only one way to express an idea argue a point, but working with 

other tutors has taught me to broaden my horizon and be open to different ways of instructing 

writing, as well as, shaping words. I continue to tell all the students that visit me in the Writing 

Center not to be afraid of constructive feedback. Don’t let the word ‘no’ stop you from  

succeeding.”  

 

Both of Ryan’s books are available online through the iBookstore, Amazon’s Kindle, the Barnes and 

Noble Nook, and Smashwords for computer readers. In addition to novels, Arciero writes articles 

for the Examiner. To read Ryan’s articles, visit http://www.examiner.com/pop-culture-in-chicago/

ryan-arciero. 

TUTOR TALK 

Visit the Writing Center.  Talk about Writing. 

Ryan participated in the “Why I Write” 

event to help celebrate the National Day 

on Writing. 

Tutor Tips 

Newsletter composed by Carolyn Jones 
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